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CTPS TEAM

CEO        IAN NOWAKI - RETIRED
OPERATIONS MANAGER    DANIEL HUDSON
COMMUNITY RELATIONS OFFICER   AVIVA WILLIAN
COMMUNITY RELATIONS    YASMIN MCINTYRE
ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT   MEL HINTON
ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT   CARMEL VOLKER
 
SENIOR DRIVER      PAUL BOURKE
DRIVER       BRADLEY PACEY
DRIVER       LESLIE PAYNE
DRIVER       AVALON GOODING
DRIVER/BUS ASSISTANT    WAYNE RENEHAN
DRIVER       JOHN SOCCIO
DRIVER       DAVID WISEMAN
DRIVER       JOHN ARCHER

VOLUNTEERS

BUS ASSISTANT      PAUL BENNETT
BUS ASSISTANT      ROBYN JONES

GOVERNANCE BOARD

PRESIDENT       ANNETTE MESSENGER
VICE PRESIDENT      SANDRA HARRISON
SECRETARY TREASURER    TERRY FITZSIMONS
BOARD MEMBER      PHIL SMITH
BOARD MEMBER      BRETT ISON
BOARD MEMBER      BRIAN WEATHERLEY
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TREASURERS REPORT 2016-17

It is a pleasure to present the 2016-17 financial report as Treasurer for the Community Transport Port Stephens Ltd.

Our Audit has been conducted by Morley and Company Chartered Accountants and a full copy of the financial re-
port has been tabled and approved by the Board on the 26th September 2017.

Community Transport Port Stephens Ltd. is financially well positioned as at the end of this year and well prepared 
to enter the next phase of an intended merge with Hastings Macleay Community Transport Service Inc.

I would like to thank the CEO; Ian Nowacki who has recently retired for his 17 years of service and dedication. I 
would also like to thank our accountant; Mel Hinton and support from Hastings Macleay Community Transport 
staff, who have handled their duties and responsibilities with the dedication and professionalism required to meet 
these achievements.

Terry Fitzsimons
Treasurer

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
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PRESIDENTS REPORT

This year has seen Community Transport Port Stephens 
through many events and developments, including pro-
gress on the merger plan, changes in accounts 
administration and subsequent accounting adjustments, 
changes in management, and the impact of the NDIS 
rollout.

Negotiations on the merger plan continue.  Since the last 
AGM, Clarence Community Transport opted out, whilst 
Port Stephens and Hastings Macleay have continued 
with negotiations.  As part of the transition plan, since 
the start of the financial year Port Stephens payroll and 
accounts administration has been managed through the 
office at Port Macquarie.  In the process, some
accounting inaccuracies concerning staff and GST
underpayments were detected, and this resulted in 
corrective measures that impacted our financial 
situation.  Whilst these problems were unexpected, 
solutions were adopted and the plan to merge 
continues.

The Forster harmonising weekend in June 2017, 
organised by merger administrator Ron Palmer, was an 
important event.  The first day brought staff and 
management from both locations together for informa-
tion sessions, contributing ideas for working parties and 
future growth, and brainstorming of questions. On the 
second day, these questions were presented to a Q&A 
panel (the two presidents and the two CEOs). The week-
end also represented a social networking opportunity 
for the staff and management from both organisations.  
There was some informal positive feedback from staff 
that the weekend was an opportunity to have some 
questions answered, meet and mingle, to demystify 
the process, and to be included.  It is important that 
management continually include and reassure staff 
throughout the merge; they are the most direct link to 
our service users.  Following the harmonising weekend, 
Transport for NSW formally acknowledged the intended 
merger, and stated no objection to the merged entity 
forming a company limited by guarantee.  Merger board 
members have since completed consent forms for 
registration of the merged entity, Comtra Limited. 

In June, I went on one of our local bus runs, partly to 
see on-board CTABS in use.  The trip turned out to be an 
informal experience of service user satisfaction. On the 
shopping pick up, all service users agreed that the 
service was excellent, the drivers were wonderful, and 
that the ride was very comfortable.  Comments were 
made about the high quality of the bus and the seat 
comfort.  All in all, service users expressed great 
satisfaction with no complaints. There was a fair bit of 
chatting going on between clients, and this indicates the 

importance of the social aspect of service delivery on 
a bus run, where service users may form and maintain 
friendships, or just have some social interaction. Social 
interaction has an important role in mental health 
support.

Recently there have been some changes in key 
management positions. In September 2017, CEO Ian 
Nowacki handed resignation to the board after approx-
imately 17 years of service.  Whilst Ian had intended to 
retire from the Organisation, his resignation was earlier 
than expected. The board accepted Ian’s resignation, 
acknowledge his contribution to the industry, and wish 
him well. As a result of Ian’s departure, Hastings Macleay 
Community Transport CEO, Peter McLeod was appointed 
as interim CEO through the merger process. Peter has 
agreed to payment of related expenses only. Peter will 
oversee the management of Port Stephens with 
regular visits from both himself and key Hastings 
Macleay staff to align systems and processes in 
readiness for the merge. Daniel Hudson has agreed to 
take on extra management responsibilities.

Finally, the introduction of the NDIS in our local area 
has precipitated changes in transport cost calculations 
for service users who have a disability.  Any related 
changes in service costs and service delivery should be 
implemented early so that transport needs, other needs, 
and contracts can be individually negotiated prior to 
each individual’s planning meeting.  Planning meetings 
are critical to individual funding arrangements, and are 
reviewed annually. The NDIS introduction has driven the 
need to become more flexible and diverse in the types 
of services that we deliver. We need to become clear 
on what we can offer and at what costs, so that we can 
engage with eligible NDIS service users to communicate 
viable options.

In conclusion, the past year has been one of many 
changes, with more changes ahead.  I would like to 
thank the board members for their generosity in time 
and input that was given to serve the community, 
especially in light of the critical decision-making across 
the year.  

Annette Messenger
President
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CEO REPORT

I am writing this report due to the retirement of CEO; 
Ian Nowacki. Ian retired in September this year after 17 
years of service. I have known Ian for 15 years through 
the industry and his leadership of Community Transport 
Port Stephens (CTPS) saw vast growth in the service. Ian 
was also the President of the NSW Community Transport 
Organisation for 10 years and achieved many reforms 
for the sector across NSW. We wish him all the best in 
retirement now immensely enjoying his grand kids.

I have been the CEO of Hastings Macleay Community 
Transport (HMCT) for 7 years and it is my 15th year in 
the Community Transport industry.  During this time, I 
held the positions of Chairperson and CEO of the NSW 
Community Transport Organisation. Prior to this I was 
the Home and Community Care Service Manager for 
Baulkham Hills Council. This involved managing several 
Community Services including Meals on Wheels, Home 
Modification and Maintenance, Domestic Assistance, 
Gardening and Lawn Mowing to name a few.
 
Due to major reforms to the sector; A major change for 
our service is that we are merging with HMCT based in 
Port Macquarie and Kempsey. Given Ian’s retirement, 
HMCT now manage the Financial Services along with 
overseeing the Management functions of CTPS. Hence 
my position is now the Acting CEO for Community 
Transport Port Stephens whilst I retain my role as CEO 
of HMCT. This has reduced costs for both organisations 
in line with the new Key Performance Indicators we are 
required to achieve. Our current local Management 
Committee and all staff remain on deck. 

So, what prompted this change? For the last 8 years the 
sector has been preparing for change since the 2009 
COAG reforms were announced by the Rudd 
Government. Since then we have had approximately five 
NSW Premiers and five Prime Ministers which has 
resulted in much delay to these reforms along with
 policy confusion resulting in funding and viability 
insecurity for the entire Disability and Aged Care Sector 
Service Providers.

However; reforms to the Disability Sector have now 
hit the market with the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme (NDIS) being rolled out in our area over the past 
financial year. We at CTPS only receive a small amount of 
Disability Transport Funding from Family and Community 
Services (NSW FACS). The NDIS has resulted in all of that 
funding disappearing June 2017 depleting significantly 
the ability of Service Provider’s to service those people 
with a disability who fall outside of the $22billion NDIS 
program. At a recent conference attended by 

government agencies, Transport for NSW, they were not 
sure who will be able to fill that transport gap for those 
with a disability who are not eligible for an NDIS pack-
age. Therefore, I urge anyone with a registered disability 
to enquire about receiving an NDIS Package and ensure 
that all the activities you wish to undertake have a signif-
icant transport allowance included in the package. NDIS 
recipients will be required to pay full cost recovery for 
door to door trips as a result of subsidy withdrawal. The 
impact will be felt significantly by those who live outside 
of town and wish to travel into the major centres as a 
per kilometre rate will need to be charged under the 
new NDIS reforms. Therefore; if you or a family member 
are under 65 years old (or under 50 years old if Aborigi-
nal), have a disability, are not eligible for NDIS and have 
transport demands that the public transport system 
cannot address or you find taxi’s too expensive, I would 
urge you to talk to your Local Member of Parliament. 
Although we have no 
government funding to assist in these situations, we 
may have some spare seat capacity in our other funded 
services. 
Therefore, give us a call to discuss and we will continue 
to support where we can or at least provide a cheaper 
option for transport.

For CTPS, the biggest reforms generated from the 2009 
COAG announcements are the changes to the Aged Care 
Sector. Over 70% of our funding is for this sector.

This year we saw the introduction of Centralised 
Assessments for those clients over 65 years old (or over 
50 years old if Aboriginal). This resulted in agencies 
funded by Canberra providing over the phone assess-
ments of your needs followed by a face-to-face 
assessment and entering those assessments into the 
My Aged Care (MAC) national centralised database. This 
resulted in the end of localised service providers 
assessing client’s needs and being able to accept new 
clients at a local level.

If you or a family member have been assessed by the 
MAC System and have not had your needs met; I would 
again suggest you ring your Local Member of Parliament. 
For changes to systems to take effect; Parliamentary 
Members need to hear firsthand on the ground issues, 
as in a lot of instances these concerns can be sanitised 
through serial communication before your Local 
Member hears about them if they are not contacted 
directly.

At a recent presentation at the Port Macquarie Evening 
VIEW Club I presented the changes to the Aged Care 
Sector and most of the VIEW Club Members who were 
over 65years old were unaware of the MAC process.
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My strongest suggestion is to apply for a MAC num-
ber when turning 65 years old as it is a quick process 
of around 20 minutes. Application whilst fit, well and 
healthy will be an easy process instead of waiting until 
the need arises, as the process of applying for a MAC 
number and also applying for services is more 
cumbersome and possibly an onerous task if unwell.

If you are a Member of a Local Organisation or Club that 
would be interested in finding out more about the MAC 
system, I am more than happy to come along and have a 
chat to your group especially if there is a free scone and 
a coffee involved.

Some other major changes to the Community Transport 
sector this year involved implementing a new Central-
ised Trip Allocation and Booking System (CTABS) that 
was provided to us by Transport for NSW. Clients may 
notice that all of our vehicles now have On Board Com-
puter technology.  The major change that clients will 
notice is that they will receive a computer generated 
phone call around 4pm the day before their transport 
booking to remind them of the pickup time the following 
day. The CTABS system also determines the driver that 
will pick up clients for the return journey. In the past, 
the driver that took the client to the appointment would 
also take the same client home. CTABS now determines 
the driver for the return journey based on their availabil-
ity and who is closest to the client hence saving time and 
money.

We also entered into new contractual arrangements 
with Transport for NSW in October 2016, which includes 
a number of Key Performance Indicators to ensure 
services are meeting efficiency targets and community 
needs. This will ensure services are well placed to 
increase their transport capacity. Localised service 
management being replaced with centralised systems 
does have its advantages and disadvantages and change 
is now required due to the ever growing Aging Popula-
tion. 

In the past there were some 4,500 locally based service 
providers in the Home and Community Care industry 
across Australia. These service providers had the luxury 
of purely focussing on service delivery and not com-
petitive tendering or bottom line profits and had been 
managed by locally based and focussed Management 
Committees who hold local needs and demands as their 
primary focus. Of course without those financial worries, 
all the funding received in the past by these primarily 
based Not-For-Profit organisations could be spent on 
quality service delivery as opposed to quantity of out-
puts as would be expected from main stream services 
such as public transport. 

Today we have the NDIS program and the Ageing 
Population with a stretched Federal Budget. Large 
organisations with fewer administration costs have 
recently entered the Community Care market with a 
view of stretching the funding dollar to provide services 
to more people. To ensure our locally managed services 
remain in the Port Stephens local area, our management 
is currently looking at options to work together with 
other service providers with a view of sharing costs, 
resources and implementation of technology to facilitate 
streamlined service provision. We look forward to being 
able to serve more people with these changes. I am sus-
pecting one day in the future the vehicle will turn up as 
a “driverless car” but not for a few years yet. I welcome 
any feedback on the new technologies directly to the 
office or through the drivers. We are always looking for 
ways to improve.

Our next focus will be how to service the NDIS Clients 
who hold a Package to enable them to stretch their 
transport dollar and also achieve flexibility. We have 
flexible options available and can plan a transport 
arrangement for the entire year. If you are thinking of 
negotiating an NDIS package please contact us for 
transport costs to take to the NDIS negotiation table.

In closing, a big thankyou to the staff and drivers who 
have enabled the CTPS Machine to operate for the last 
32 years. A special thank you to my Management 
Support Team consisting of; Operations Manager; Daniel 
Hudson and Accountant; Mel Hinton. The work and 
foresight of previous staff, Volunteers and Management 
Committee Members have all culminated in the 
wonderful service we have today.

Finally; Thankyou and congratulations to the current 
CTPS Directors lead by Annette Messenger as 
Chairperson. The support from the Directors; Sandra 
Harrison, Phil Smith, Terry Fitzsimons, Brett Ison and Bri-
an Weatherley has been vital to enable the innovation 
and change we are accomplishing today.

Peter McLeod
Acting Chief Executive Officer
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ORGANISATIONAL CHART
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PSCT ACTIVITY REPORT

TOTAL PASSENGER TRIPS 
2016-17

     

  
       

       

Funding Program

CCSP   582
CTP   1241
CHSP   10595
HNEH   765
HCO   954
ABT   150
NDIS   4

Service Type

Social/Recreation 2241
Shopping/Access 3660
Medical  4747
Daycare  2643

Mode of Travel

Project Buses 10987
Project Cars  1278
Taxi   18

4%

74%

9%

5%
7%

1% 0%

Funding Program

CCSP
CHSP
CTP
HNEH
HCO
ABT
NDIS

17%

27%

20%

36%

Service Type

Social/Recreation

Shopping/Access

Daycare

Medical

90%

10%

0%

Mode of Travel

Project Buses

Project Cars

Taxi



FLEET REPORT

With the 2016-17 financial close CTPS has seen many 
new changes to its small fleet of vehicles.
In September 2016 we traded the Higer Munro for a 
Mitsubishi Rosa with great delight from the drivers. 
Initially the Higer was bought for its extra seating 
capacity and height of travel but with the ongoing 
issues and the poor steering made it the less liked 
vehicle in the fleet, not to mention the ongoing 
mechanical problems.
Unfortunately we had to replace the Higer earlier than 
anticipated but with this came the new Rosa that has 
been fitted out by Amtek. The opening rear hoist and 
internal side step has made it the stand out vehicle to 
the fleet and design.
In June 2017 we sold a Mitsubishi Rosa and bought a 
Ford Transit, also fitted out by Amtek making the 
designed easy fold up seaters safer for our drivers and 
extra-large side step safer for clients to enter and exit 
the vehicle. Although the Transit is smaller in size and 
seating capacity it has not affected the service. We 
have the benefit of still maintaining our usual sched-
uled transport at a much more cost effective rate and 
is easier to drive around the small retirement villages, 
shopping complexes and doctors/medical facilities.
In May 2017 we saw the introduction of RouteMatch 
and its slim line tablet system into the vehicles. Its 
versatile window mount and extra details for reporting 
have made it an exceptional tool within the 
service. CTPS drivers have excelled at transitioning to 
this system after using the OBV Computers for over 7 
years now but also the new drivers only need minimal 
training before they are comfortable with the system.
The 2016-17 year has seen our 8 vehicles travel over 
180,000 kms, provide over 14,000 passenger trips and 
over 5,000 passenger trip hours. With our buses and 
vans being modified for wheelchair transport we are 
able to assist clients wheelchair bound to get to 
essential destinations while the 3 cars can also assist 
clients that can transfer from their wheelchairs.

With a new outlook on the horizon for CTPS we will be 
pushing to better ourselves for the future whilst 
improving the fleet for greater client coverage.

Daniel Hudson
Operations Manager

Fleet Drivers and Vehicles
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NATSICCTN and NSW ATN
Secretary – NATSICCTN and NSWATN

Pru Hampton has been an active Board 
Member in 2017 for the National Aboriginal & Tor-
res Strait Islander Community Transport Corporation 
Network (NATSIC-CTN) and NSW Aboriginal Transport 
Network (NSW ATN) as Secretary. Pru is originally from 
Dubbo, NSW with close cultural connections to Wiradjuri 
country through her children and family. 

The 47th NSW Annual Aboriginal Rugby 
League Knockout (Koori Knockout) 

Pru attended the Koori Knockout representing Commu-
nity Transport and NATSICCTN. The event was hosted 
by 2015/2016 winners, The Redfern All Blacks, over the 
October long weekend, Leichhardt Ovals, Sydney.  The 
Koori Knockout is one of the biggest Indigenous gather-
ings in Australia, with over 20,000 people attending each 
of the 4 days of the event. The Knockout attracts people 
from every community across NSW and is an opportu-
nity to communicate key social messages to the wider 
Aboriginal community. 

Pru Hampton
Community Engagement 
Coordinator

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT COORDINATOR

Pru Hampton commenced her employment with Hast-
ings Macleay Community Transport, December 2016 as 
the Community Engagement Coordinator for Kempsey, 
Port Macquarie and recently meeting with Port Stephens 
Community Transport. Community 
Engagement Coordinator is working across both the ATSI 
and the Mainstream sector with a focus on 
Aboriginal, Disability and Disadvantaged Transport.
Pru has been busy attending a variety of community 
events and meeting with services in Port Stephens. These 
successful meetings have assisted with 
continuation of existing partnerships and establishing 
new partnerships within the local Community Care Sec-
tor.
Pru is actively promoting Community Transport to 
commence assisting individual participants in schedul-
ing meetings with Community Transport regarding their 
transport needs. She also attends regular 
meetings to gather up-to-date information on 
requirements, gaps, initiatives and eligibility for 
transporting Aged, Disadvantaged and Disability 
clients. This information will help staff and clients with 
individual transport requests and to assist in clarifiying 
costs and available transport funds in NDIS and Home 
Care Packages. 

Family and Community Services (FACS), 
Aboriginal Disability Projects (ADP) team invited 
Pru Hampton in her role as Community Engagement 
Coordinator to attend and assist manning their 
allocated stall at the event to promote FACS’ service 
partnerships who work in supporting people with a 
disability to transition to the NDIS. 



CUSTOMER RELATIONS OFFICER

Yasmin McIntyre commenced her employment at Community Transport Port Stephens as a Customer 
Relations Officer in July 2017. Yasmin is working with Aviva Willan CTPS Community Relations Officer and together 
they are continuously improving CTPS input into NDIS, Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander and isolated community 
transport. Yasmin and Daniel Hudson CTPS Operations Manager are contacting local Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander communities and services to establish needs for transport. Yasmin and Aviva have been actively meeting 
with interagency groups to ensure we are assisting the community, local services and support groups appropriately 
to meet the needs of transport. Yasmin is engaging in community events, organising and coordinating shuttle 
services to activities to ensure CTPS is part of the local community. Yasmin is also designing and distributing CTPS 
promotional, pamphlets, newsletters and transport schedules to the local and greater communities and she is 
continually improving CTPS footprint into the NDIS sector for transport whilst continuing customer 
relations, compliments/complaints and MAC referrals. 

Carmel, Yasmin
 & Dave
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Yasmin McIntyre
Community Engagement 
Coordinator


